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GABRIEL FARO

Gabriel Faro
Robert E. Bell Middle School
Grade: 7
No More
I have named my art piece “No More”, with this I want to explain the horrors of
history that should never happen again.
To make my art piece, I have been inspired in one of the humiliations that the
jewish suffered throughout the holocaust period. At the time, the only men that
wore a beard were the jewish, the Nazis to feel superior and humiliate the jewish,
cuted the jewish’s beard.
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MILES BRENSILVER

New Castle Holocaust & Human Rights Committee & E.N.O.U.G.H.
2nd Annual Arts & Poetry Contest in Commemoration of
Yom Hashoah – Holocaust Remembrance Day 2021
Entry By: Miles Brensilver
Bell Middle School – 6th Grade
Artist’s Statement: This is a poem I wrote about human rights and the
Holocaust. A message I want this poem to convey is how hatred still exists
and how we can all make a difference.

Still Hiding
By Miles Brensilver
We hear stories from survivors
Though now few remain
From a time when they were children
They lived through sorrow and great pain
We see the old frail images
Of suffering people in despair
We feel them in our hearts
Although we weren’t there
They hid away from their fears
In ghettos and dark attics
Not knowing when someone would appear
Determined to take their happiness
They went to concentration camps
And quickly felt the pain
They worked and worked from dusk to dawn
One wrong move could be their last
Finally, all the madness stopped
People were freed, confetti cannons popped
You’d think the world had learned its lesson
But the horror of discrimination and cruelty continue
Looking at the world today
Images in color, not in grey
People hated for their differences
Forced to hide who they are
People are still hiding
In every city, state and town
Feeling scared and worried
Hatred is all around
Equality remains absent
We should all be shocked and scared
Every human should have equal rights
There should be nobody still hiding
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ERIN SUK

Erin Suk
Middle School
Art Contest Statement:
I am Erin from Robert E. Bell Middle School, and the title of my work is called,
“The Bloody Massacre in 1941”. I call it this, because there was no mercy to all
Jews, including the youngest one to the oldest. I made the photos part of the
collage because I wanted to make people not only think about the Holocaust, but
have feelings about it too.
Acknowledgement of Sources:
Painting:
https://www.youtube.com/user/USCShoahFoundation
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn701726
Left photo in collage:
https://isurvived.org/TOC-I.html
Right photo in collage:
https://archbishopcranmer.com/holocaust-memorial-day-racism-hell/
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MOLLY FINE

Poets Statement
By Molly Fine, Seven Bridges Middle School
My poem, Fateful Door, was inspired by a story that my grandmother told
me. My great-great grandmother lived in Berlin. She died in Auschwitz.
Before she died, she managed to smuggle her ring inside of a chocolate
into the U.S. She wanted my grandmother to have something to remember
her by. She may be gone like millions of others, but part of her (her ring) is
still here with my grandmother. My poem shoes the struggle to survive
and, if not, to leave a part of you behind.

Fateful Door
By Molly Fine
Smuggled rings disguised as chocolates
In a box on the way.
We hide amongst the coats
In the closet hall.
We’re doing this for months
Always sweat upon our brow.
Afraid to turn away
Or else the whistle is may call.
We are running through the night
Hoping to be out of sight.
They are never out of mind
During the daytime.
Praying not to be heard.
Captured with no remorse
At that time we are forced
To run away again.
We run for our lives
For our children we try not to cry.
This won’t be where our story ends
For our life has just begun.
Sometimes we hide amongst the daisies
Until the night is still.
But now the smell is awful
As I lay upon the floor,
I hope to see tomorrow
Not inside that fateful door.

